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In the following two lemmas the relevant assumptions of the theorem are
assumed to hold.

LEMMA 2. For all xeQ= {xj |jx-xfj < 1/3Kj}Do, [F'(x)]-f is defin

all of Yand

(4) | [F'(x)]-II I 3f/(1 - lKjIx - xo||).
If x and Nx-x- [F' (x) ]'Fx are in Q, then

(5) IIN(Nx) - NxI( <- K
II-0Nx2
2 1 - I3KIIxo - NTxfj
Proof: The first statement follows from the well-known Banach lemma (see,
e.g., [4, p. 164]). To prove (5) we note that, since Fx+F'(x)(Nx-x)-O,

|IN(Nx) - Nx)II = || [F'(Nx)]-'F(Nx)ll

1- fKl X1 NXII II F(Nx) - Fx - F'(x)(Nx - x
and the result follows by use of the mean value theorem (see, e.g., [2]):

IFy - Fx - F'(x)(y -x)l = f X [F'(Oy + (1 - f)x) - F'(x)](y - x)dO
-K Ily- Xl12.
2

LEMMA 3. The Newton sequence { Xi,} is well-defined and is majorized by the
sequence defined by
2

(6) tk+1 = tk - ( K/k - t k =O, 1, * to 0=.
Moreover, t" T t*, where t* is defined by (1).
Proof: We note first that the tk are simply the Newton iterates for the poly-

nomial (OK/2)t2-t+? with roots t* and t** and it follows immediately tha
tk 1 t*. Now assume thatx1, , Xk existand |xX-xi4I <ti-ti4,i=1, * * k;
this holds by assumption for k=1. Then |x',-xo|f |tk-to<t* so that XkCS.
Hence by Lemma 2, Xk+l is defined and

(7)

flXk+l - XkJj = fIN(Nxk-1) - NXk1 ?| _ j !i I -1I
1 - 6KlKJxk - Xo!l
2_/K(tk

-

tk_1)2

1 - - K -k = tk+ 1 tk,
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where the last equality is the result of a simple calculation using the definition
of tk.

The proof of the theorem is now immediate. Lemmas 1 and 3 show that there

exists an x* CS such that xkx*. That x* is a solution follows in the usual way
from

IIFxkII I F'(xk)(Xk+l - Xk)l ? [||F'(xo)1f + jfF'(xo) - xk -x|I
[jjF'(Xo)IJ + KtI]*lxk - xk+1If ->o
and the continuity of F in S. If h< 2, the roots t* and t** are distinct and thie
order of convergence of tk to t* is at least quadratic; hence, by (3) the order of
convergence of xk to x* is at least quadratic. Finally, the uniqueness statement

follows as in [23 by consideration of the simplified Newton iteration XC+i

=xk- [F'(x0o)-Fxk.
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'PRIME' PEDAGOGICAL SCHEMES

S. I. BROWN, Graduate School of Education, Harvard University

Recently I. A. Barnett made a plea for requiring a course in introductory
number theory, not only of all mathematics majors, but of prospective elementary and secondary school teachers as well [1]. After considering the beauty of
such concepts as quadratic residue properties, the Prime Number Theorem,
Euclid's proof of the infinitude of primes and Dirichlet's result on arithmetic

progressions, he asserts that though not all of these results need be proved in such
a course, they slhould be introduced. In addition to justification on aesthetic
grounds, he feels that concepts of divisibility and related notions will help clarify
much of algebra and arithmetic.
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